a film by Lisa F. Jackson

“Breaks open the terrorizing story of rape and atrocity...Bravely documents what happens to women in war.”
- Eve Ensler, author of The Vagina Monologues

Synopsis

Winner of the Sundance Special Jury Prize
in documentary, this extraordinary film, shot
in the war zones of the Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC), this extraordinary shatters
the silence that surrounds the use of sexual
violence as a weapon of war. Many tens of
thousands of women and girls have been
systematically kidnapped, raped, mutilated
and tortured by soldiers from both foreign
militias and the Congolese army. A survivor
of gang rape herself, Emmy Award®winning filmmaker Lisa F. Jackson travels
through the DRC to understand what is
happening and why.
Produced in association with HBO Documentary Films and the Fledgling Fund, this film features
interviews with activists, peacekeepers, physicians, and even – chillingly – the indifferent rapists
who are soldiers of the Congolese Army. Harrowing moments of the film come as dozens of
survivors recount their stories with an honesty and immediacy that is pulverizing in its intimacy and
detail, but this powerful film also provides inspiring examples of resiliency, resistance, courage and
grace.
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Director Biography
LISA F. JACKSON has been involved in documentary
filmmaking for over 30 years. Her work has brought her many
awards including three Emmy nominations, two Emmy awards
and four CINE Golden Eagles. Tom Shales of the Washington
Post has praised her documentaries as “superb” and
“outstanding;” John O’Connor commented in the New York
Times that “producer/director Lisa Jackson is remarkably adept
in getting her subjects to speak frankly and thoughtfully;” and
the Christian Science Monitor noted that she takes on difficult
subjects “with intelligence and courage.”
Jackson studied filmmaking at MIT with Ricky Leacock and has
directed and/or edited dozens of films for PBS including: Voices
and Visions: Emily Dickinson, Jackson Pollock: Portrait, Through Madness (1993 NYC Emmy
winner), The Creative Spirit, Storytellers, The Van Cliburn Piano Competition; Bill Moyers' Journal,
the prize-winning series The Mind, and segments for Sesame Street and Live from Lincoln Center.
She most recently completed a feature length documentary that she shot in the Democratic
Republic of Congo on the fate of women and girls in that country’s intractable war. “The Greatest
Silence: Rape in the Congo” won a Special Jury Prize at the 2008 Sundance Film Festival. She
produced and directed Meeting with a Killer: One Family’s Journey (2001 Emmy Award nominee)
for Court TV; Life Afterlife, a 90-minute Special for HBO; The Secret Life of Barbie (1999 Emmy
Award winner) for ABC News; Addicted and Why Am I Gay? for HBO’s “America Undercover”
series; No Money, Mo’ Problems and Smart Sex for the MTV series “True Life”; The Other
Epidemic for ABC News; Firefighters for The Learning Channel; A Passion to Play for ABC Sports;
Anatomy of a Baseball Trade for HBO Sports; segments for EGG, the PBS arts series; five
episodes in the Hallmark Channel’s acclaimed Adoption series, including stories shot in Siberia
and Guatemala; and national PSA’s for the Office for Victims of Crime. Jackson produced and
directed a new documentary series about ordinary people who have won the Carnegie Medal for
heroism that will air on the Hallmark Channel in 2008 and is currently working on a film about a
group of displaced women living in the slums of Bogota, Colombia.
Jackson’s awards include an Emmy Award for Outstanding Informational Special (’99); a New York
City Emmy (’93); three CINE Golden Eagles; four Houston International Film Festival, Gold
Awards; a Silver Chris Award from the Columbus International Film Festival; a Planned Parenthood
“Maggie” Award for Outstanding Documentary; two Gold Clarion Awards from Women in
Communications; Audience Choice Awards from the Vancouver, Breckenridge and Cinequest film
festivals and a Movies That Matter Award from Amnesty International. She has screened her work
and lectured at the Columbia University School of Journalism, New York University, Harvard
University and was a visiting professor of documentary film at the School for Visual Arts in
Manhattan.

Director Statement
My objectives in making this film are political and personal. I am propelled by an urgency to
expose an unimaginable and growing humanitarian crisis, and I have my own personal quest to
understand the universal stigmas that attach to rape and its survivors.
I traveled to the Democratic Republic of Congo in May 2006 – a voyage into “a Hell on earth for
women” to find survivors who would bear witness to their own experiences and break the silence
that envelops the subject of rape. Working alone as a one-person crew, I returned for a follow-up
shoot in November and filmed chilling interviews with self-confessed, and unabashed, rapists, all
soldiers in the Congolese Army.
I ask: Why has the systematic rape and sexual enslavement of tens of thousands of women and
girls in the Democratic Republic of Congo escaped the world’s attention? Is there something about
sexual violence that makes us all turn away? In what inhuman context does rape becomes
intentional, programmatic, a weapon of choice? Where are the voices of the women themselves?
If they tell their stories, will others listen?
And I ask the rapists questions that have haunted me for years.
I am myself the survivor of a gang rape and have always felt a powerful connection to women and
girls who have suffered the same plight. I’ve found in conversations with survivors of sexual
violence that our numerous differences are often trumped by our shared trauma, and that that
commonality can build uncommon bridges. And this is what I discovered in the DRC. I met rape
survivors in numbers that were overwhelming and found that our shared experience was a means
to connect despite our vast difference: I am white, healthy, in charge of my own destiny, living
relatively free from ostracism and fear, living a favored life. The women I met had not been so
favored and must hide their agony in a culture that can offer neither solace nor justice.
Their stories need to be told and, more importantly, they need to be the ones doing the telling,
which is another important goal of the film: to explore, witness and contribute to these women’s
healing through the empowerment of personal narrative.
By bringing the women of Congo out of the shadows, the film will be a catalyst in focusing world
attention on their plight, bringing opprobrium upon those in power who are complicit or who turn
their backs, and sparking conversations and policy change concerning the fate of women and girls
in a world consumed by armed conflict.
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Rape Epidemic Raises Trauma of Congo War
By Jeffrey Gettleman
BUKAVU, Congo — Denis Mukwege, a Congolese gynecologist, cannot bear to listen to the stories
his patients tell him anymore.
Every day, 10 new women and girls who have been raped show up at his hospital. Many have
been so sadistically attacked from the inside out, butchered by bayonets and assaulted with
chunks of wood, that their reproductive and digestive systems are beyond repair.
“We don’t know why these rapes are happening, but one thing is clear,” said Dr. Mukwege, who
works in South Kivu Province, the epicenter of Congo’s rape epidemic. “They are done to destroy
women.”
Eastern Congo is going through another one of its convulsions of violence, and this time it seems
that women are being systematically attacked on a scale never before seen here. According to the
United Nations, 27,000 sexual assaults were reported in 2006 in South Kivu Province alone, and
that may be just a fraction of the total number across the country.
“The sexual violence in Congo is the worst in the world,” said John Holmes, the United Nations
under secretary general for humanitarian affairs. “The sheer numbers, the wholesale brutality, the
culture of impunity — it’s appalling.”
The days of chaos in Congo were supposed to be over. Last year, this country of 66 million people
held a historic election that cost $500 million and was intended to end Congo’s various wars and
rebellions and its tradition of epically bad government.
But the elections have not unified the country or significantly strengthened the Congolese
government’s hand to deal with renegade forces, many of them from outside the country. The
justice system and the military still barely function, and United Nations officials say Congolese
government troops are among the worst offenders when it comes to rape. Large swaths of the
country, especially in the east, remain authority-free zones where civilians are at the mercy of
heavily armed groups who have made warfare a livelihood and survive by raiding villages and
abducting women for ransom.
According to victims, one of the newest groups to emerge is called the Rastas, a mysterious gang
of dreadlocked fugitives who live deep in the forest, wear shiny tracksuits and Los Angeles Lakers
jerseys and are notorious for burning babies, kidnapping women and literally chopping up anybody
who gets in their way.

United Nations officials said the so-called Rastas were once part of the Hutu militias who fled
Rwanda after committing genocide there in 1994, but now it seems they have split off on their own
and specialize in freelance cruelty.
Honorata Barinjibanwa, an 18-year-old woman with high cheekbones and downcast eyes, said she
was kidnapped from a village that the Rastas raided in April and kept as a sex slave until August.
Most of that time she was tied to a tree, and she still has rope marks ringing her delicate neck. The
men would untie her for a few hours each day to gang-rape her, she said.
“I’m weak, I’m angry, and I don’t know how to restart my life,” she said from Panzi Hospital in
Bukavu, where she was taken after her captors freed her.
She is also pregnant.
While rape has always been a weapon of war, researchers say they fear that Congo’s problem has
metastasized into a wider social phenomenon.
“It’s gone beyond the conflict,” said Alexandra Bilak, who has studied various armed groups around
Bukavu, on the shores of Lake Kivu. She said that the number of women abused and even killed
by their husbands seemed to be going up and that brutality toward women had become “almost
normal.”
Malteser International, a European aid organization that runs health clinics in eastern Congo,
estimates that it will treat 8,000 sexual violence cases this year, compared with 6,338 last year.
The organization said that in one town, Shabunda, 70 percent of the women reported being
sexually brutalized.
At Panzi Hospital, where Dr. Mukwege performs as many as six rape-related surgeries a day, bed
after bed is filled with women lying on their backs, staring at the ceiling, with colostomy bags
hanging next to them because of all the internal damage.
“I still have pain and feel chills,” said Kasindi Wabulasa, a patient who was raped in February by
five men. The men held an AK-47 rifle to her husband’s chest and made him watch, telling him that
if he closed his eyes, they would shoot him. When they were finished, Ms. Wabulasa said, they
shot him anyway.
In almost all the reported cases, the culprits are described as young men with guns, and in the
deceptively beautiful hills here, there is no shortage of them: poorly paid and often mutinous
government soldiers; homegrown militias called the Mai-Mai who slick themselves with oil before
marching into battle; members of paramilitary groups originally from Uganda and Rwanda who
have destabilized this area over the past 10 years in a quest for gold and all the other riches that
can be extracted from Congo’s exploited soil.
The attacks go on despite the presence of the largest United Nations peacekeeping force in the
world, with more than 17,000 troops.

Few seem to be spared. Dr. Mukwege said his oldest patient was 75, his youngest 3.
“Some of these girls whose insides have been destroyed are so young that they don’t understand
what happened to them,” Dr. Mukwege said. “They ask me if they will ever be able to have
children, and it’s hard to look into their eyes.”
No one — doctors, aid workers, Congolese and Western researchers — can explain exactly why
this is happening.
“That is the question,” said André Bourque, a Canadian consultant who works with aid groups in
eastern Congo. “Sexual violence in Congo reaches a level never reached anywhere else. It is even
worse than in Rwanda during the genocide.”
Impunity may be a contributing factor, Mr. Bourque added, saying that very few of the culprits are
punished.
Many Congolese aid workers denied that the problem was cultural and insisted that the widespread
rapes were not the product of something ingrained in the way men treated women in Congolese
society. “If that were the case, this would have showed up long ago,” said Wilhelmine Ntakebuka,
who coordinates a sexual violence program in Bukavu.
Instead, she said, the epidemic of rapes seems to have started in the mid-1990s. That coincides
with the waves of Hutu militiamen who escaped into Congo’s forests after exterminating 800,000
Tutsis and moderate Hutus during Rwanda’s genocide 13 years ago.
Mr. Holmes said that while government troops might have raped thousands of women, the most
vicious attacks had been carried out by Hutu militias.
“These are people who were involved with the genocide and have been psychologically destroyed
by it,” he said.
Mr. Bourque called this phenomenon “reversed values” and said it could develop in heavily
traumatized areas that had been steeped in conflict for many years, like eastern Congo.
This place, one of the greenest, hilliest and most scenic slices of central Africa, continues to
reverberate from the aftershocks of the genocide next door. Take the recent fighting near Bukavu
between the Congolese Army and Laurent Nkunda, a dissident general who commands a
formidable rebel force. Mr. Nkunda is a Congolese Tutsi who has accused the Congolese Army of
supporting Hutu militias, which the army denies. Mr. Nkunda says his rebel force is simply
protecting Tutsi civilians from being victimized again.
But his men may be no better.
Willermine Mulihano said she was raped twice — first by Hutu militiamen two years ago and then
by Nkunda soldiers in July. Two soldiers held her legs apart, while three others took turns violating
her.

“When I think about what happened,” she said, “I feel anxious and brokenhearted.”
She is also lonely. Her husband divorced her after the first rape, saying she was diseased.
In some cases, the attacks are on civilians already caught in the cross-fire between warring
groups. In one village near Bukavu where 27 women were raped and 18 civilians killed in May, the
attackers left behind a note in broken Swahili telling the villagers that the violence would go on as
long as government troops were in the area.
The United Nations peacekeepers here seem to be stepping up efforts to protect women.
Recently, they initiated what they call “night flashes,” in which three truckloads of peacekeepers
drive into the bush and keep their headlights on all night as a signal to both civilians and armed
groups that the peacekeepers are there. Sometimes, when morning comes, 3,000 villagers are
curled up on the ground around them.
But the problem seems bigger than the resources currently devoted to it.
Panzi Hospital has 350 beds, and though a new ward is being built specifically for rape victims, the
hospital sends women back to their villages before they have fully recovered because it needs
space for the never-ending stream of new arrivals.
Dr. Mukwege, 52, said he remembered the days when Bukavu was known for its stunning lake
views and nearby national parks, like Kahuzi-Biega.
“There used to be a lot of gorillas in there,” he said. “But now they’ve been replaced by much more
savage beasts.”

